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Gople - RWB

BIG - Bjarke Ingels Group

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

SOURCES INCLUDED

IP20 Dimmerable:

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 16,5W—

Delivered lumen output: 547lm—

Efficiency: 100%—

Efficacy: 34.19lm/W—

Notes

PATENT PENDING

Gople’s elementary shape enhances the beauty of the hand-

made blown glass. The white version is made following an

age-old Venetian technique that fuses white glass with

crystal, combining them both during blowing and thus making

each piece unique. 

The blue, copper, bronze and silver versions are made using

an innovative and sustainable metal vacuum deposition

process, PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition), absolutely the

cleanest coating technology for the type of metal used and

because all emissions are abated, in particular those into the

atmosphere of sulphuric acid and cyanides produced by

galvanic processes.

Gople Lamp RWB calibrates its emissions on the values of

PPFD (Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density), necessary for

plants in two phases in which the supply of the correct light is

crucial: the growth phase is accompanied by blue radiation,

with a wavelength of 425 – 450 nm, and the flowering phase

by red radiation, between 575 – 625 nm. Gople combines

direct and controlled RWB emission with indirect, diffused

white light that can be controlled separately.

Product Code: 1407010A—

Colour: White—

Installation: Suspension—

Material: Blown glass, aluminium—

Series: Design Collection—

Environment: Indoor—

design by: BIG - Bjarke Ingels Group—

Height: 420 mm—

Diameter: 210 mm—

Base Diameter: 293 mm—

Max Height from ceiling: 1720 mm—

Category: Led RWB—

Number: 1—

Watt: 21W—

Category: Led—

Number: 1—

Watt: 11W—
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Gople - RWB - APP Compatible

BIG - Bjarke Ingels Group

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

SOURCES INCLUDED

IP20 Dimmerable:

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 16,5W—

Delivered lumen output: 547lm—

Efficiency: 100%—

Efficacy: 34.19lm/W—

Dimmable Typology: APP—

Notes

PATENT PENDING

Gople’s elementary shape enhances the beauty of the hand-

made blown glass. The white version is made following an

age-old Venetian technique that fuses white glass with

crystal, combining them both during blowing and thus making

each piece unique. 

The blue, copper, bronze and silver versions are made using

an innovative and sustainable metal vacuum deposition

process, PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition), absolutely the

cleanest coating technology for the type of metal used and

because all emissions are abated, in particular those into the

atmosphere of sulphuric acid and cyanides produced by

galvanic processes.

Gople Lamp RWB calibrates its emissions on the values of

PPFD (Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density), necessary for

plants in two phases in which the supply of the correct light is

crucial: the growth phase is accompanied by blue radiation,

with a wavelength of 425 – 450 nm, and the flowering phase

by red radiation, between 575 – 625 nm. Gople combines

direct and controlled RWB emission with indirect, diffused

white light that can be controlled separately.

Product Code: 1407010APP—

Colour: White—

Installation: Suspension—

Material: Blown glass, aluminium—

Series: Design Collection—

Environment: Indoor—

design by: BIG - Bjarke Ingels Group—

Height: 420 mm—

Diameter: 210 mm—

Base Diameter: 293 mm—

Max Height from ceiling: 1720 mm—

Category: Led RWB—

Number: 1—

Watt: 21W—

Category: Led—

Number: 1—

Watt: 11W—
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Accessories

Device for switching and controlling Artemide App

products. Max N.3 inputs for external push

buttons. Max 1m distance. Mains power supply

required. To be installed inside flush mounting

boxes or junction boxes. DV1080APP

PRODUCT DATA SHEET PRODUCT CODE: 1407010APP
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Gople - RWB - DMX

BIG - Bjarke Ingels Group

DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

SOURCES INCLUDED

IP20 Dimmerable:

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 16,5W—

Delivered lumen output: 547lm—

Efficiency: 100%—

Efficacy: 34.19lm/W—

Notes

PATENT PENDING

Gople’s elementary shape enhances the beauty of the hand-

made blown glass. The white version is made following an

age-old Venetian technique that fuses white glass with

crystal, combining them both during blowing and thus making

each piece unique. 

The blue, copper, bronze and silver versions are made using

an innovative and sustainable metal vacuum deposition

process, PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition), absolutely the

cleanest coating technology for the type of metal used and

because all emissions are abated, in particular those into the

atmosphere of sulphuric acid and cyanides produced by

galvanic processes.

Gople Lamp RWB calibrates its emissions on the values of

PPFD (Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density), necessary for

plants in two phases in which the supply of the correct light is

crucial: the growth phase is accompanied by blue radiation,

with a wavelength of 425 – 450 nm, and the flowering phase

by red radiation, between 575 – 625 nm. Gople combines

direct and controlled RWB emission with indirect, diffused

white light that can be controlled separately.

Product Code: 1407110A—

Colour: White—

Installation: Suspension—

Material: Blown glass, aluminium—

Series: Design Collection—

Environment: Indoor—

design by: BIG - Bjarke Ingels Group—

Height: 420 mm—

Diameter: 210 mm—

Base Diameter: 293 mm—

Max Height from ceiling: 1720 mm—

Category: Led RWB—

Number: 1—

Watt: 21W—

Category: Led—

Number: 1—

Watt: 11W—


